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A day of prodigious pride for all Indians as the 75th Independence Day was celebrated at 

The Sagar School. Though not together in person, the Sagarians certainly were together 

in spirit. The staff and the students attended the virtual celebrations zealously. As the 

Principal hoisted the flag, everyone's blood pumped with patriotic fervor. Musical chords 

were struck by the students and staff members. The students also participated in the 

RashtraGaan activity - an initiative by the Ministry of Culture to mark Azadi ka Amrit 

Mahotsav. The day truly served as a reminder of the vision of India that our fellow 

Indians and freedom fighters had fought for. 

 

AE MERE WATAN  

“Education is much more than imparting the knowledge and skills by 

which narrow goals are achieved. It is also about opening the 

child’s eyes to the needs and rights of others.”  -   Dalai Lama 

Quote of the Week: 

 



 

 

 

 

As we all would agree that siblings have reserved a special place in our hearts. The 

particular bond of a brother and sister is extraordinary. Occasional brawls, trivial fights 

and inspired wrestling moves can never stand in the way of the unconditional support 

siblings share. The love is beyond comparison. 

Raksha Bandhan provides us with the opportunity to celebrate this connection. It is an 

occasion to call for mithai to further sweeten the sweetness of the bond. Rakhi is 

symbolic of this unique and special relationship. It is rightly recognised as a symbol of 

unconditional love, care and togetherness. 

 

Our childhood is marked by the presence of siblings and cousins who help us grow. 

They are there with us through thick and thin, ups and downs. The elders are protective 

of their younger siblings. Similarly, the younger ones look up to the set examples of the 

older ones. Sagarians dedicated their day to their loved ones and made their festive 

moments memorable. 

THE FESTIVAL OF RAKHI 



 

 

 

“Photography is a language more universal than words.” – Minor White 

 

First celebrated in 1837, this day has its roots in the invention of Frenchman Louis 

Daguerre in association with Joseph Nicephore Niepce. They developed a photographic 

process called Daguerreotype. Two years later, the French Academy of Sciences 

acknowledged the invention, calling it ‘a gift to the world’. Since then, the Photograph 

has seen several stages of evolution. A lot of youngsters have taken up photography as a 

hobby over the last decade. 

 

POETRY THROUGH LENS 

 

Moods and Hues 

Call of the Wild! Perspective 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

World Photography Day is therefore important to encourage people to take interest in the 

field. This day is a way to acknowledge the passion and skill of a photographer who uses 

his perception and creativity to capture what words cannot. Sagarians too have been 

connoisseurs in the art of good photography. Feast your eyes on the photographs clicked 

by the students, that have left us all spellbound. 

 

 

 

 

“Both light and 

shadow are the dance 

of love.” - Rumi 

Photo Courtesy: Sarvaansh Singh (VII), Ishaanvi Bharvesh (VII), 

Akshara Goyal (VIII), Tejash Raj Choudhary (IX), Kushagra Sahu 

(X), Dishita Mukherjee (XI), Deepak Jakhar (XI), Shaurya Sharma 

(XI), Naman Chhaparia (XII), Aahan Raj Pradhan (XII), Ansh Raj 

Pradhan (XII), Md. Shadaan Moin (XII) 

 

Every sunset is an opportunity to 
reset. 

 

Hills are still alive! 



 

 

 

“I hear and I forget. I see and I remember. I do and I understand.” - Confucius 

No two children are alike and information isn’t the same as knowledge – noting these 

points, the school encourages the students to tap into their creative energies and apply 

their learnings in multitudinous ways.  

Keeping art as the pivot of the Science curriculum, Poster Making activity, projecting the 

idea of “Say NO to Plastic” was executed by the students of Class VIII. 

 

 

 

 

Inspired by their teacher, Ms. Manjula Ambastha, the seniors are pursuing their love for 

nature and following the passion for studying life around us. From hiking to building a 

garden at home, they are truly enjoying their eco-experiences. 

CREATIVE ENDEAVOURS 
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“The entire process of Poster Making is holistic, joyful and experiential. It was a great 

learning experience for the students. With their posters, they wanted to spread the 

message that saving our Mother Earth and its environment is the key to sustain the 

planet.” – Ms. Anita Negi, Science Teacher and Junior Academic Coordinator 

 

Save Mother Earth 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONTRIBUTORS: Garv Gulati, Akshara Goyal, Chandni Pamani, Abhinav Sharma, 

Deeksha Chauhan, Nandini, Bharati Upadhyay, Abhir Lal, Samyak Jain and Mallika 

Kumari – from Class VIII; Ayushraj Yengkhom and Aagya Singh – from Class XI;         

Ms. Anita Negi, Ms. Manjula Ambastha and Ms. Meghana Mangal 

EDITORS: Dishita Mukherji (XI), Ms. Harveen Kaur Sandhu, Ms. Lidia Golmes,          

Ms. Manisha Trivedi and Ms. Sohini Sanyal 

ROUND SQUARE 

HALL OF FAME 

Applause for participating in the Global Event of Booktopia 


